Discrete choice models based on cross-sectional data have the important limitation of not considering habit and inertia effects and this may be especially significant in changing environments; notwithstanding, most demand models to date have been based on this kind of data. To avoid this limitation, we started by building a mode choice panel around a drastically changing environment, the introduction of a radically new public transport system for the conurbation of Santiago de Chile. This paper presents the formulation and estimation of a family of discrete choice models that enables to treat two main elements: (i) the relative values of the modal attributes, as usual, and (ii) the shock resulting from the introduction of this radical new policy. We also analyse the influence of socioeconomic
INTRODUCTION
Mode choice models are usually based on cross-sectional data, due to both its higher availability and better practical knowledge about their treatment. However, cross-sectional data have a broad known limitation; the models cannot consider temporal effects. Using panel data constitutes a good alternative to overcome this limitation, as panels have many advantages (Golob et al., 1997; Stopher and Greaves, 2004) which are especially significant when dealing with changing environments. Notwithstanding, apart from the before-andafter study carried out in Massachusetts around the introduction of a free bus service (Parody, 1977) , the work developed in Amsterdam on an extension of the urban motorway system (Kroes and al., 1996) , and our own work on the Santiago Panel (Yañez et al., 2008) , to our knowledge there are no panels built around a substantial change that enables modelling the mode choice process.
The Santiago Panel is a four-wave five-day pseudo diary containing data just before and after the introduction of Transantiago (Muñoz et al., 2009 ), a radical but sadly very badly implemented new public transport system for Santiago de Chile 1 . The aim of the plan was to improve public transport in the city in an effort to stopping its gradual decline. It was implemented in "big bang" fashion (i.e. neither pilot studies nor gradual changes were included) on February 10 th , 2007. The main feature of the new system is that it considers an integrated fare in a system of feeder and trunk buses in conjunction with the Santiago underground (Metro) which was established as its backbone. Additionally, the new system is characterized by higher quality buses with shorter routes (i.e. with almost no accidents, low noise and much reduced pollution), no competition among buses to gain passengers (hence more service oriented drivers), and a new payment system featuring a contactless card (Bip! similar to the Oyster in London). However, it also requires many more transfers, lower frequency in the feeder services, longer walking times in the suburbs and, particularly at its start, severe overcrowding in bus and Metro services during peak hours.
All in all, during its first two years of operation the results of Transantiago were certainly not as expected, as the government gave an unrealistic vision of what the new system 1 Santiago is the fifth largest conurbation in South America. In December 2002 it had approximately 6 million inhabitants living in 1.5 million dwellings spread over 1,400 km 2 , and on a typical working day 16.3 million trips were made, 10 million of which used motorised transport modes (DICTUC, 2003) .
would be like; Transantiago was presented as a solution to almost every problem that the old public transport system had. Unfortunately, at implementation time several problems dominated the system, among others: the buses did not have the necessary technology to allow full use of the contactless card, all segregated bus-only lanes were not constructed (i.e. the speeds assumed when the system was designed were impossible), Transantiago had limited human resources, and the operators' contracts lacked appropriate incentives for them to transport more passengers.
The aim of this paper is both to understand and to model the shock effects associated with the introduction of a (radical) new policy. Panels allow considering inertia or habit effects, but here we are particularly interested in modelling the special consequences of a large change (i.e. a shock) in the choice process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the Santiago Panel. In section 3, we present the theoretical formulation and discuss the empirical results of several estimated models. Finally, in section 4 we present our main conclusions.
DATA ANALYSIS
The data used in this research comes from the Santiago Panel, a five-day pseudo diary 2 with four waves, one before and three after the implementation of Transantiago. The initial sample of the Santiago Panel consisted of 303 individuals who live in Santiago and work full-time at one of the four campuses and two hospitals of the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. Thanks to the panel design and an effective maintenance methodology (Yañez et al. 2008) , the Santiago Panel has effectively controlled attrition 3 , which was just 5%, 3% and 7% in waves 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
A simple statistical analysis of the data gathered shows significant changes after the implementation of Transantiago. About 55% of respondents changed their transport mode (between waves one and four), and for the rest a significant proportion changed either route or the number of transfers in their trip (see the details of mode changes in Figure 1 ). Figure 1: Change in modal split Therefore, we can say that in this panel changes are not an exception, unlike most panels (such as the Pudget Sound Panel, Murakami and Watterson, 1990) , where 85% of the workers chose the same mode in the first two waves. Due to these severe mode changes, the average socioeconomic conditions of the users of each mode also changed; In this case we are considering the introduction of a radically new public transport system as a level-shift shock. Thus, we model the situation where an individual q uses commonly the same option to travel to work. But at time t s the transport system changes radically. In other words, we intend to model a habitual choice situation in the presence of an important system change. Hence, apart from the influence of modal attributes, we could consider two different opposite forces influencing the choice process: shock effects and inertia effects (habit). However, in this paper we will just analyse the first and with the following objectives: (i) to find the best way to introduce the shock effects in a model, and (ii) to analyse the relationship between the intensity of the shock effects and the socioeconomic (SE) characteristics of the individuals.
Market Participation

A model with shock effects
We will assume that the shock effects can modify the parameters associated to the attributes of the various alternatives. This means that they may modify the relatively importance of each attribute over the traveller's choice process. More precisely, we propose that the shock effects can be random, a function of the SE characteristics and choice situations, and different among both individuals and alternatives. This is different to what has been done to model inertia, which is another important temporal effect, as what matters there is the difference in the utility of two or more alternatives (Cantillo et al., 2007) .
The main hypotheses supporting our formulation are:
-Individuals are utility maximizers;
-Individual responses present panel correlation;
-A radical intervention may generate a shock effect which in turn may have the power to modify the entire choice process; consequently, individuals may modify their valuation process altering their utility functions;
-The shock effect may be different for each alternative;
-The shock effect may vary among individuals; thus, SE characteristics may influence (either amplifying or reducing) the shock effect.
We will use the following random utility structure to develop all our models: 
Model estimation
To estimate the above model we need choice data from a panel with at least two waves.
Then, we have to build a joint likelihood function for the number of waves (W) considered.
Given that a Mixed Logit (ML) model probability of choice is given by the integral of standard Multinomial Logit (MNL) probabilities over a density of parameters (Train, 2003) , the ML panel probability can be expressed simply as the product of ML probabilities:
where µ is a vector of parameters to be estimated, which is assumed to distribute following f in the population. To evaluate (3), even if we assumed that has a Gumbel distribution, it is necessary to compute multidimensional integrals for each individual. Therefore, this calculation requires simulating values as in:
where N is the number of random draws, as usual (Sillano and Ortúzar, 2005) .
Empirical analysis
Starting from equation (1) which presents a general model formulation, models of increasing complexity were estimated. In all cases we assumed that individuals chose their mode among a finite set of alternatives and that choice sets could vary over working days, waves and individuals. For space reasons we will leave out several specifications tested as they came out as no improvement (i.e. using the likelihood ratio test) over their restricted versions.
Model 1: This is the simplest specification, and assumes generic parameters over waves. It considers panel correlation (i.e. correlation among the answers from the same individual over time), so it could be valid for common and stable choice environments; but it is at least questionable for changing environments. Here we have that,
Model 2: This also considers panel correlation and assumes generic parameters for the modal attributes, but it does include shock effects assuming simply that the alternative specific constants (ASC) capture their influence. So here,
Model 3: This specification assumes that the shock effect is unique (i.e. it affects all alternatives in the same way) and that it may modify the value of the parameters. Here we tested three different versions:
Model 3_Shock: It assumes that the shock effect is equal for all individuals. Model 4: This assumes that the shock effect may modify the value of the parameters, but it is not unique (i.e. it may vary among alternatives). We also tested three specifications:
Model 4_Shock: The shock effect is different for each group of alternatives (i.e. private modes, public modes, slow modes, and combined modes) but equal for all Regrettably, the initial survey design did not consider the inclusion of latent variables so we could not predict the importance of the above effects. Nevertheless, we obtained valuable information about the subjective perceptions of individuals, and we used these to create a dummy variable that took the value of one for respondents stating that comfort was the attribute that worsened the most after the introduction of Transantiago. The expected sign of this variable is positive, as users chose the mode despite declaring a negative change in comfort. These two new variables obtained correct signs and high t-ratios. Moreover, in 6 Private modes (Car Driver and Car Passenger); Public modes (Bus, Metro, Shared Taxi, Bus -Metro, Shared taxi -Metro, Bus -Shared Taxi); Slow modes (Bicycle and Walking); Combined modes (Car DriverMetro or Park'n'Ride and Car Passenger -Metro or Kiss'n'Ride). 7 They were included from the second wave onwards. 8 We are aware this variable is closely related to travel time, but its effect is not included in the models as the associated parameter was not significant. some cases when they were not considered, the models presented problems with the signs of key policy variables.
We also asked if individuals had the need to use car due to additional activities performed prior to or after their journey (i.e. take children to school, go the gym). With this we defined the variable Captive, which took the value of 1 if this was the case. This variable, which was introduced interacting with the shock effect, had the correct sign and a high tratio but a modest magnitude 9 . Table 2 shows the model results obtained for specifications 1 and 2, while tables 3 to 5
show model results for specifications (3 and 4) including explicitly the shock effect 10 . As can be seen, the mode-attribute parameters are all significant and have the expected sign; also, in every specification containing it excepting Model 3_Shock_SE_Variables, we found that the shock coefficient was significantly different from zero.
We tested different distributions for the random parameters (i.e. cost and comfort) of the modal attributes, finding fairly similar results for the Normal and Log-Normal distributions.
With the former we were able to check that the expected proportion of individuals with "incorrect signs" would be minimal (Sillano and Ortúzar, 2005), so we decided to make our analyses based on the Log-Normal distribution as it gave a marginally superior fit.
Considering first, the three models belonging to Specification 3, a Likelihood Ratio (LR) test (Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2001) Apart from these specifications, based on the general formulation presented in equation (1), we tested a variety of models such as: different shock effects for waves 2 and 3 ( ) and different shock effects per individual considering the influence of both random parameters and SE variables. In all cases the models were judged inferior to our best specification (Model 4_Shock_SE_Variables). 
≠
To analyse the consequences of using shock models instead of the traditional ones, we applied the models to a validation sample. As all models were estimated with the first three waves of the Santiago Panel, we used the recently finished fourth wave as validation sample. Thus, we were able to confirm the results of the original LR-tests, as a direct likelihood ratio test (Ortúzar and Willumsen, 2001) 12 SE variables that allow to introduce systematic variation over shock effects.
Finally, and considering that utility models are widely used to estimate willingness-to-pay, Table 6 shows the estimated SVT values for every model. We can see that the traditional models clearly appear to underestimate the SVT.
CONCLUSIONS
Using data from the Santiago Panel we studied the importance of the "shock effects"
caused by the introduction of a radical new policy. We assumed that these effects can modify the parameters associated to the attributes of the various alternatives in a mode choice situation. We evaluated different ways to tackle the shock effects and our findings support our original hypotheses, i.e. a shock can indeed modify the valuation process of alternatives, causing changes in individual utility functions.
Our best models reveal that the shock effects vary among alternatives and individuals.
Additionally, although in this case the shock was generated by the introduction of Transantiago, a policy that modifies only the public transport system, we found, as expected, not only a direct effect in the public transport modes but also indirect and not less important effects in the private and combined modes.
We tested two ways to include the hypothesis that the shock effect could vary among individuals:
-To allow for random shock parameters, and -To allow for systematic variations of the shock parameters.
The first implies a different effect per individual, while the second implies different effects for certain groups of individuals. Moreover, we allowed for the shock parameter to have different sign among individuals. Our empirical findings show that the socioeconomic variables (systematic variations) act as enhancers of the shock effect, keeping the original sign; while the models with random parameters enabled different signs to be revealed (in 28.3% of cases).
These findings reinforced our belief that changing systems should be modelled with data which can really capture the effect of new policies in the individuals' choice processes.
Moreover, when the new policy implies large and sudden changes, the formulations should be more flexible and consider that the shock (large change) effects may be different over alternatives and over individuals.
Finally, this research presents one possible way to deal with shock effects. But inertia may also affect behaviour in an important way, especially for trips strongly influenced by routines (Cantillo et al., 2007) . We are currently studying more complex model formulations to incorporate together shock and inertia. Until now, we can only say that inertia and shock are opposite effects; the inertia effect increases the probability to remain in the same alternative, while the shock effect increases the probability to change the usual choice. Therefore, under this assumption if we incorporate inertia to the models the shock effects could be higher. Moreover, we could expect that the inertia effect tends to disappear or at least to reduce in magnitude between the first two waves (when Transantiago is introduced). Afterwards, this effect might recover its power, decreasing the probability to change the choice. Thus, contrary to the models presented in this paper, we could also expect different shock effect values over waves.
It is important to emphasize that the shock model can better explain the choice situation affected by a shock, but it can not forecast changes because shocks are defined precisely as sudden changes. Moreover, the effects over the users' choices depend on the shock nature, which may be extremely different. Table 6 : Subjective values of time 18 During the survey 1 US$ varied between 700 and 500 Ch$ (Chilean pesos).
